
Cubed Circle Newsletter 214 –   Nagayo, Honma & Onita's Get Their Big Wins!

We have another busy newsletter for you this week, as we run down the 2015 Tokyo Sports awards, 
including some truly bizarre results, an horrendous WWE TLC go-home show, look at Honma's big 
win despite domestic violence accusations, AJ Styles injury and the impact it will have on the 
Dome, Mid-South from 1982, as well as all of the news, including Daniel Bryan updates, Rizin, and
more!

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor

The Pro-Wres Digest for December 7th – December 13th 2015. 
Ben Carass.

Former ECW original Hack Meyers (Donald Haviland) sadly passed away on 5/12 just two days 
before his forty second birthday. Meyers underwent brain surgery two weeks ago and complications
from the procedure resulted in him slipping into a coma which he never woke up from. Meyers 
became a cult favourite during the early days of ECW with his “Shah” gimmick and had a pretty 
good run with the company as a featured mid-carder from 94-96. At the November to Remember 
1996, he was one of three guys (along with Devon Storm & JT Smith) to lose a loser leaves ECW 
match to Too Cold Scorpio, who was also leaving for the WWF. After Scorpio had beaten Storm, 
Smith & Myers, Louie Spicolli upset Scorpio and pinned him to send him packing to the WWF. He 
mostly worked independents after his ECW run and had a hand in training guys like Scoot 
Andrews, Travis Tomko and UFC Light Heavyweight fighter, “Filthy” Tom Lawlor. 

Another big name is out of WrestleMania, as Sting revealed on Ric Flair’s podcast this week that he
needs neck surgery after the injuries he sustained in the match with Seth Rollins at Night of 
Champions. It was widely known that Sting’s neck was in bad shape after the Rollins match and 
speculation about surgery was rampant in the weeks after Night of Champions in September, 
however it was not confirmed until the comments on the podcast. Sting said he wasn’t sure what the
procedure would entail but Dr Joseph Maroon told him that there are two spots in his neck that are 
suffering from cervical spinal stenosis, the same condition that led to Steve Austin & Edge never 
taking a bump ever again after they retired. At 56 years-old, this could very well mean the end of 
Sting’s in-ring career. His recovery time would be nearly double that of a guy 20 years younger and 
if the procedure turns out to be neck fusion then he would surely be out for at least 18 months. If 
WWE’s doctors won’t clear Daniel Bryan to wrestle, you can pretty much guarantee they will not 
let a 58 year-old with a fused neck anywhere near a wrestling ring. 

Speaking of Daniel Bryan, he was in Singapore this week doing some promotional stuff for WWE 
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and gave a very interesting update on his current situation with the company. "I think it could be the
end of my career in WWE, but I don't think it will be the end of my career. I could find another 
passion, but it would just be sad because this is what I have been most passionate about since I was 
five”, Bryan said. From his statement, it seems that Bryan believes that there is little chance of 
WWE clearing him to wrestle any time soon. As we noted a month ago, Dr Joseph Maroon, WWE’s
head of medical operations, will not clear Bryan to compete so he sought a second opinion from the 
Arizona University team sports doctor and was given the all-clear. Even if he is able to find a third 
doctor to clear him, WWE would still likely go with Maroon’s diagnosis since he is their guy and it 
wouldn’t look too good if they undermined his decision. Bryan still has two years left on his WWE 
contract and it is highly unlikely that the company would give him his release to go work elsewhere.
 

Most likely if they are not going to clear him to wrestle Bryan will continue to do media and 
promotional stuff like he has been doing since his last concussion. If at the end of his current deal 
WWE still refuse to let him wrestle then it is almost certain that Bryan Danielson will forgo a new 
contract and become a hugely sought after star on the independent and world-wide circuits. Bryan 
has been quoted many times claiming that he will wrestle again even if it is not for WWE, even 
noting his desire to work at Arena Mexico on the big CMLL anniversary show earlier this year. But 
who knows what his decision will be in two years. Bryan will be 36 by that point and maybe some 
sort of new WWE contract as a brand ambassador with guaranteed money will be more appealing 
than busting his ass on the indies. Alternatively, Bryan might decide that at 36, with a banged up 
body, he only has a small window to have one last big run on the indies, Japan, or wherever he 
wants to perform.  One thing is certain though and that is that Bryan Danielson will not be short of 
options if he really does want to continue to work in the ring.

Alberto Del Rio went down to Puerto Rico on 5/12 to work his match with Ray Gonzalez after an 
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angle they shot on TV where Alberto broke the arm of Ray Gonzalez Jr at the Texas Wrestling 
Academy. They drew 4,000 fans for the WWC “Lockout” show at the Ruben Rodriguez Coliseum 
in Bayamon and Gonzalez beat Del Rio via DQ when El Hilo de Dos Caras (Alberto’s younger 
brother) interfered. During the match, which had tremendous heat, Alberto went outside and was 
attacked by a fan in the front row. The guy just sort of grabbed him and threw what looked to be pro
wrestling-style forearms at Alberto, but security quickly broke it up before any real harm was done 
and the guy was kicked out of the building. Imagine Del Rio being so over as a heel in Puerto Rico 
that he gets attacked by fans yet on RAW he is a complete geek with virtually no heat whatsoever.

Princess Kimber Lee became the first woman ever to win the Chikara Grand Championship at the 
Top Banana show on 6/12 at the 2300 Arena in South Philadelphia. The deal was the payoff to the 
year-long Challenge of the Immortals tournament and Lee’s Crown & Court stable beat the 
Wrecking Crew in the finals when she pinned Blaster McMassive. As the winners of the 
tournament, the captain of the team, Kimber Lee, Jervis Cottonbelly & Los Ice Creams all received 
a “Golden Opportunity” which basically means they can challenge for a championship of their 
choosing at any time. Hallowicked retained the Grand Championship over Eddie Kingston & Icarus
later on the show and Kimber Lee cashed in her Golden Opportunity and ended up beating 
Hallowicked in 5 minutes with, what else, the Chikara Special. Kimber Lee has that sort of Bayley 
thing going in that she is liked and respected as a good worker by the adult males but is also an idol 
for young girls and draws quite a few of them to come see her perform. Chikara isn’t going to live 
or die based on who their champion is, however it will be interesting to see if more young girls start
coming to the shows to see the tiny Princess who throws around 300lbs men like she is Brock 
Lesnar. 

The Stampede Wrestling shows that were uploaded to the WWE Network have already been taken 
down due to some sorts of rights issue with Bret Hart. Bret owns all of the Stampede footage that he
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is featured on and several of the episodes that were up on the Network contained some of his 
matches for his father’s promotion. I guess WWE didn’t bother consulting Bret before they put the 
Stampede stuff up in the vault. 

Togi Makabe & Tomoaki Honma won New Japan’s World Tag League when they beat Los 
Ingobernables (Tetsuya Naito & EVIL) in the tournament finals at the Sun Plaza Hall in Sendai on 
9/12. GBH will now be challenging Karl Anderson & Doc Gallows for the IWGP tag titles on 4/1 at
the Tokyo Dome and they also set up Katsuyori Shibata challenging Tomohiro Ishii for the NEVER 
title at Wrestle Kingdom also, which if their 2013 matches together are anything to go by should be 
insane. The full line-up for January 4th was announced on 9/12 on New Japan’s website and 
providing the semi-main event still goes ahead, we could have a contender for the 2016 show of the 
year. The show will not be available on traditional PPV in the US this year, because, as noted in the 
Observer, New Japan “never got back” to Jeff Jarrett, who wanted to put the show on PPV for the 
second year in a row. There were also no apparent discussions with ROH regarding some kind of 
deal with them promoting the PPV, even though their top stars will be on the show and Kevin Kelly 
and, yes, Matt Striker will be doing the English commentary at the Dome. Card for Wrestle 
Kingdom 10 on January 4th at the Tokyo Dome:

1) New Japan Rumble. 
2) IWGP Jr. Tag Titles: reDRagon (C) vs. Young Bucks vs. Roppongi Vice vs. Ricochet & Matt 
Sydal.
3) Toru Yano & 2 mystery partners vs. Bad Luck Fale, Yujiro Takahashi & Tama Tonga.
4) Jay Lethal vs. Michael Elgin. Probably for the ROH title if Lethal beats AJ on 18/12.
5) IWGP Jr. Title Kenny Omega (C) vs. Kushida.
6) IWGP Tag Titles: Karl Anderson & Doc Gallows vs. Togi Makabe & Tomoaki Honma. 
7) Hirooki Goto vs. Tetsuya Naito.
8) NEVER Title: Tomohiro Ishii (C)  vs. Katsuyori Shibata.
9) IC Title: Shinsuke Nakamura (C) vs. A.J. Styles.
10) IWGP Heavyweight Title: Kazuchika Okada (C) vs. Hiroshi Tanahashi.

The final of All Japan’s 39th World Tag League took place in Osaka on 6/12 and drew 730 to the 
Osaka Edion Arena #2, the smallest crowd to ever witness the finals. Suwama & Kento Miyahara 
beat Zeus & The Bodyguard when Miyahara pinned Bodyguard in 9:36. After the match they shot 
an angle with Suwama turning on Miyahara and he gave him a German suplex then said he didn’t 
want to team with him anymore and announced Naoya Nomura as his new partner. 

The Dynamite Kid, Tom Billington is in a bad way after suffering another stroke and remains in 
hospital where he has been for six weeks. Reports are that Billington’s speech has improved 
however his physical condition has worsened and apparently at one point he was so disorientated he
started calling spots like he was in a match while in the hospital. Billington has been confined to a 
wheelchair for years due to paralysis of his left leg and in November 2013 he was hospitalised after 
suffering his first stroke. 

Unsurprisingly, the RAW rating was the second lowest non-holiday number since 1997 with a 2.14 
rating and 3.04 million viewers, second only to the embarrassingly low 2.95 million that the 23/11 
show did. 8pm did 3.27 million viewers, 9pm did 3.04 million and 10pm dropped to a pathetic 2.85 
million. By comparison, the atrocious Cowboys/Redskins game did 14.15 million viewers. 

Fedor Emelianenko did an interview at an MMA show in Russia last weekend and revealed that he 
is training for a specific opponent for his fight with Rizin on New Year’s Eve. I wouldn’t put it past 
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Sakakibara if Fedor’s opponent is unaware he is even going to be fighting at this point, although 
Fedor said his opponent will be announced next week. The Bob Sapp/Akebono rematch will be 
under Shoot Boxing rules, which basically means no groundwork, no submissions and no kicks, but
takedowns are permitted. King Mo’s opponent for the 29/12 show in the Light Heavyweight 
tournament will be British BAMMA fighter, Bret McDermott. Mo was scheduled to face Mark 
Godbeer but he pulled out due to injury and McDermott, a former Rugby League player who retired
from the sport in 2011 after testing positive for anabolic steroids, took his place. McDermott holds a
KO victory over Oleg Thompson, who will be fighting on the rival IGF show on 31/12 in the IGF 
Heavyweight title tournament against Fernando Rodrigues Jr, so it is a good promotional tactic to 
book McDermott on the 29/12 Rizin show with that in mind. Before his neck injury, there was talk 
of Sakakibara wanting to bring Kota Ibushi in (as well as some other New Japan stars) to fight on 
the New Year’s Eve show. Obviously the New Japan thing was never going to happen, but on 8/12 
the DDT website announced that they would be involved in the 29/12 & 31/12 shows at Saitama 
Super Arena.  The translation reads: “Ganbare ☆ wrestling is December 29 (Tuesday) and 31, 
(Thursday), it does offer the game at will be held at Saitama Super Arena "RIZIN FIGHTING 
WORLD GRAND-PRIX 2015" in the event "Martial Arts EXPO" ring area. Location Community 
Arena in time 29 days 13:30 to 14:30, 31st 12:00 to 13:00.” The statement goes on to say, “and 
resonance to the concept of RIZIN Martial Arts EXPO on the theme of" interaction with Martial 
Arts,” […]professional wrestling in the ring area It is expected to be carried out to provide game 
about 2-3 games.” 

Sami Zayn will make his return to NXT after six months off due to rotator cuff surgery on the 
upcoming UK tour. The tour will already be underway by the time you are reading this as they start 
in Newcastle on 10/12 then go to Glasgow on 11/12, Sheffield on 12/12, Blackpool on 13/12, 
Nottingham on 14/12, Cardiff on 15/12 and finally London on 16/12 for the Live Takeover special. 
Zayn worked matches with Finn Balor for the NXT title at the house shows and will most likely be 
on the Takeover special on 16/12. HHH announced on Wednesday that in addition to the live 
Takeover show they will be taping a TV show for 23/12 in London with a #1 contenders four-way 
tag match featuring the Vaudevillains, Hype Bros, Blake & Murphy and Jason Jordan & Chad 
Gable. The line-up for Takeover from the SSE Wembley Arnea on 16/12 is as follows: 

1) NXT Title Match: Finn Balor vs. Samoa Joe 
2) Apollo Crews vs. Baron Corbin
3) Women’s Title: Bayley vs. Nia Jax
4) NXT Tag Titles: Scott Dawson & Dash Wilder vs. Enzo Amore & Colin Cassady
5) Emma vs. Asuka

Survivor Series is this Sunday from the TD Garden in Boston, MA and we have six matches 
announced for the show.

1) WWE Title TC Match: Sheamus vs. Roman Reigns
2) IC Title: Kevin Owens vs. Dean Ambrose
3) WWE Tag Title Ladder Match: New Day vs. Lucha Dragons vs. Usos 
4) Diva’s Title: Charlotte vs. Paige 
5) US Title Chairs Match: Alberto Del Rio vs. Jack Swagger 
6) Tables Match: The Wyatt Family vs. Dudleys, Tommy Dreamer & Rhyno 

If you have a spare hour and forty minutes, the Tokyo Gurentai show from 12/1 is well worth 
checking out. 800 fans were at Korakuen Hall for Nosawa’s 20th Anniversary show and they were 
treated to such thrilling bouts as Kikutaro & Stalker Ichikawa beating Chikara & Mitsuo Momota 
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for the Tokyo International Tag titles, Seiya Sanada downing Fujita (which was actually a good 
match), Kazunari Murakami & Minoru Suzuki over Suguru Miyatake & Yoshihiro Takayama when 
Suzuki pinned Miyatake with the Gotch Piledriver, Masaaki Mochizuki winning the Tokyo World 
Heavyweight title from Mazada and a main event with a combined age of 444 (Four hundred and 
forty four)!!! Dory Funk Jr (74), Great Kabuki (67), Masakatsu Funaki (46) & Mil Mascaras (73) 
beat CIMA (38), Kaz Hayashi (42), NOSAWA Rongai (38) & Yoshiaki Fujiwara (66) in about 17 
minutes. Funk could barely move and did virtually nothing; Mascaras moved very well for a 73 
year-old and he came off the top with a crossbody onto Nosawa for the finish. Funaki was in great 
shape and did most of the work for his team. It was by no means a classic but if you want a feel-
good moment to remind you of how awesome pro wrestling can be, you can’t get much better than 
a 74 year-old Dory Funk Jr getting mobbed by the crowd and cutting a promo in Japanese 
afterwards. 

Tokyo Sports Awards 2015 – Kazuchika Okada A Three Time MVP
Ryan Clingman

[Originally Posted: December 8th 2015]

With 2015 approaching conclusion, Tokyo Sports released their annual awards for professional 
wrestling, arguably the most prestigious pro-wrestling awards outside of the Wrestling Observer 
year end awards, and the Wrestling Observer Hall of Fame. The yearly Tokyo Sports results are 
most always interesting, giving us a degree of insight into the lens through which Japan, or perhaps 
only a subsection of their media, observed the year's wrestling landscape. There were several 
surprising results, most stemming from the usual effort to include all of the major promotions with 
NJPW, NOAH, Stardom, Big Japan, and Zero-1 featuring. AJPW did not finish, as they have failed 
to do for the past several years, and neither did Wrestle-1. More surprisingly, however, Dragon Gate
wasn't at all represented for the first time in three years.

Following New Japan's upsurge in 2012, the most prestigious of the Tokyo Sports awards, the Most 
Valuable Player (MVP) award, has gone to the reigning IWGP Heavyweight champion at the time 
of the vote -- this remains so in 2015. There was by no means a definitive candidate in this category,
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as is the case globally, with Tanahashi, Okada, and Nakamura all standing strong. Tanahashi, fell off
for several months this year when feuding with Toru Yano, after dropping the IWGP Heavyweight 
Title to AJ Styles, whilst Okada had a two or so month long programme with Bad Luck Fale, which 
was sub-par in comparison to his other work. In the proceeding months, however, Okada worked 
and drew well with Styles before eventually reclaiming the title, and had a good G1 leading into the
new year. Barring unforeseen circumstances, Okada will probably win the award again next year 
too, as his upcoming Tokyo Dome main event with Tanahashi should be the stage to cement his 
place as the new ace of the promotion. As 2015 MVP, Okada ties Jumbo Tsuruta and Hiroshi 
Tanahashi with three MVP awards, but should he win next year, not only will he surpass those two 
awards wise, but will also tie Keiji Mutoh and Genichiro Tenryu. How much the Tokyo Sports MVP
Award truly means for career analysis is the subject for a separate discussion, however.

Ludicrous as it will at first seem, Match of the Year went to Genichiro Tenryu versus Okada, note 
however that Tokyo Sports favours high-profile matches featuring historic figures over match 
quality. Still, they are fairly inconsistent in this preference. In 2011 voters awarded the prize to an 
All Together match featuring Kobashi, whilst the 2013 prize went to Nakamura/Ibushi, the year of 
Kobashi's retirement, which was far higher profile than Tenryu's. Attempting to follow the pattern 
would lead one to believe that Nakamura/Ibushi from the Dome would have claimed this year's 
prize, but there always exists a disparity in the reference frame of Japanese and foreign fans -- 
Tenryu-Okada wasn't a great match in most every reference frame I can imagine. At the same time, 
it was an historic match, one that we may view in hindsight as an important milestone in Okada's 
career, and with this in mind, coupled with the at times quirky nature of the awards, the outcome 
should not come as a surprise.

Yuji Okobayashi took the Fighting Spirit Award, which I always think of as a prize for the 
Sekimoto, Ishii, Okobayashi, Sugiura, and Honma types that epitomise the idea of fighting sprit, 
taking punishment and working through pain, often times in order to produce great matches. 
Daisuke Sekimoto, Atsushi Onita, Masaaki Mochizuki, and Yuji Nagata are all past winners.
The closest analogue to the Observer the Most Outstanding award, the Performance Award, went to 
Minoru Suzuki, who has certainly spent more time as a main eventer this year than the last several, 
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but hasn't been churning out a great deal of outstanding matches in NOAH either, at least compared 
to other candidates like Kota Ibushi, Daisuke Sekimoto, and Tomohiro Ishii. Despite the fact that 
Suzuki is the New Japan invader in NOAH, this was Tokyo Sports' way of getting that promotion 
onto the awards list, as they have done over the past several years in various categories. 
Alternatively, other candidates, some of whom are mentioned above, may have split the vote.

Depending on your preferred translation, Tomoaki Honma either won the Best Technical or Best 
Technique award, in one of the stranger outcomes on this year's list. Previous winners include 
Shinsuke Nakamura, CIMA, Kota Ibushi, BxB Hulk, Masato Yoshino, and Shingo Takagi, none of 
whom work a style remotely similar to Honma's. Even if Suzuki has been brawling his way through
the majority of 2015, I can't help but think that the winners of the Most Outstanding and Best 
Technique awards should have been switched -- as there is an argument for Honma as the year's best
in-ring performer in Japan.

Io Shirai, current Staredom Tag Champion won the Joshi Award, which was a fair decision from 
what I have read. Meiko Satomura from Sendai Girls was also very strong this year. Unfortunately, 
I am unable to comment on any deeper level, as I have seen very little Joshi this year.

Even when accounting for some of the other eccentricities of the awards, the strangest outcome on 
the entire list is far and away Atsushi Onita & Chigusa Nagayo (combined age of 109) as your 2015
Tokyo Sports Tag Team of the Year -- a team who had a grand total of one match this year -- a 
single match! By this logic Suzuki and Murakami were eligible, who wrestled twice as many 
matches this year, as are Yoshihiro Takayama & Yoshiaki Fujiwara. I suspect that this award in 
particular represents a major disconnect between Japanese and foreign fans, or more specifically, 
Tokyo Sports Awards voters and fans outside of Japan. This is especially true when the "Barbed 
Wire Current Blast & Double Blast Bat & Double Blast Chair Embattled Hell Mixed Tag Match" 
with Nagoya & Onita versus Dump Matsumoto & Taru in Zero-1, probably had more letters in its 
title than fans in attendance. The New Japan tag division may have atrophied to a shocking degree, 
but it cannot explain why this team won over most any regularly teaming duo in Japan.
Tenryu won the Distinguished service award. There was no Rookie of the Year Award, I suspect due
to a lack of quality candidates, although All Japan and DDT have cultivated some good fresh talent 
this year.

The 2015 Tokyo Sports awards are as coherent to a non-Japanese fan or Tokyo Sports reader as any 
of the last three or so years. There were most definitely some head scratchers, but the most 
important award, MVP, made sense to me as a fan, as did Performer, Match, Joshi, and Fighting 
Spirit, the others produced varying degrees of confusion, but are explainable -- this is, apart from 
the Tag Team of the Year award, which seemingly defies all reason.

• Most Valuable Player Award (MVP): Kazuchika Okada
• Match of the Year: Genichiro Tenryu vs. Kazuchika Okada
• Joshi Award: Io Shirai
• Best Tag Team: Chigusa Nagayo & Atsushi Onita
• Distinguished Service Award: Minoru Suzuki
• Fighting Spirit Award: Yuji Okabayashi
• Technical Award: Tomoaki Honma
• Outstanding Performance: Minoru Suzuki
• Achievement Award: Genichiro Tenryu
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AJ Styles & Tomoaki Honma News
Ryan Clingman

[Originally Posted: December 10th 2015]

AJ Styles and the Semi-Main Event of the Tokyo Dome

With the 2016 edition of wrestling's second largest annual event on the horizon, the 2016 Tokyo 
Dome show, discussion of a co-main-event threatening injury has been surprisingly sparse. AJ 
Styles, who is set to challenge Shinsuke Nakamura for the IWGP Intercontinental Championship in 
one of the company's few remaining first time marquee matches, was forced to forfeit his 2015 
World Tag League campaign with Yujiro Takahashi and fly back to the United States due to what is 
reportedly a herniated disk in his lower back. The extent of the injury still remains unknown, but 
injuries of this sort are generally cumulative, and require prolonged rest in order to heal.

Styles, unfortunately, does not seem to have, at least for the next several months, major rest 
opportunities. He is scheduled to appear not only on January 4th, but also at ROH TV tapings and 
their biggest show of the year, Final Battle, on December 19th and 18th respectively, in addition to 
a 2CW show in Rochester, New York on December 20th. This gives Styles two weeks to recuperate 
before working not only the Tokyo Dome show, but also the January 5th show at Korakuen Hall, a 
major 5 Star Wrestling and Rev Pro series on January 14 through to January 17th, as well as various
other indie dates and ROH TV tapings scattered throughout January and early February.

With the Dome show less than a month away, however, Styles probably believes he is strong 
enough to work, or would have pulled out by now. And this is good news for WrestleKingdom, as 
booking an alternative match as high-profile as Nakamura/Styles would be a sizable task on such 
short notice. Optimistically, perhaps the injury may not require as dramatic a lay-off as prior 
discussion eluded. Styles is an elite professional, and so may very well be working through the 
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injury, but at the same time, is also an intelligent business man, and wishes to make the most of 
however many years he has left in the business, which I can't imagine him jeopardizing for a 
handful of dates.

The dilemma of finding a replacement challenger for Nakamura of the same or greater calibre as 
Styles is thankfully no longer a serious concern. However, had the worse case scenario unfolded, 
and Styles been rendered unable to compete for the next several months, who could have been 
brought in to replace him? Shibata, who has subsequently been paired with Tomohiro Ishii as the 
01/04 NEVER match could have been a viable option, although had it not completely disrupted 
NOAH and its booking, bringing Suzuki in after a nearly year-long hiatus would have succeeded to 
a greater extent. Less realistically, Go Shiozaki, who recently returned to NOAH could have also 
been a somewhat viable option, although I am unsure of just how much traction he could have 
gathered with the New Japan fan base in but a few weeks.

With the short term questions rendered all but moot, perhaps the more poignant question pertains to 
Bullet Club leadership heading out of the Dome. Should Styles take a several month long leave of 
absence, group founder, Karl Anderson, could always be pushed to the front, but placing a man who
is now essentially a mid-carder in the top position would serve to devalue what would already, 
without Styles, be a mid-card stable. What this would open an opportunity for, however, is the debut
of someone like a Roderick Strong, who could help spice up a main event scene that is by no means
stale, but certainly far from fresh. And with Styles as a performer that the crowds naturally cheer, if 
he does go on hiatus, should he return as a heel at all?

Tomoaki Honma & Togi Makabe Win World Tag League Despite Domestic Violence 
Allegations

Fantasy booking aside, in another important Tokyo Dome development this week, Tomoaki Honma 
and Togi Makabe won the World Tag League after defeating EVIL & Tetsuya Naito. Honestly 
speaking, I am not at all fit to discuss the tournament in great detail, as it is a tour that I may sample
on occasion, but generally skip if I can help it. Disinterest on my part comes as a result of poor tag 
team booking across the board from New Japan over the last several years –  2014 and 2015 in 
particular.

The Gedo and Jado period hasn't been a good one for tag team wrestling by any stretch, but with 
Gallows, Anderson, and The Kingdom dominating the division in 2015, it is in need of serious 
rehabilitation. Whether Makabe and Honma can be used as a tool for resuscitate is yet to be seen, 
but a victory at the Dome, and more fulfilling reign than Goto and Shibata's earlier this year (a 
promising team that was severely underutilized) may help restore some interest within the fanbase 
for what has largely been a dry scene.

One of the louder statements the Honma victory makes about New Japan and its management, is 
their minimal concern for the domestic abuse allegations brought forth against Honma by his 
current and longtime girlfriend, Kiyoko Ichiki. As far as coverage in the foreign wrestling media is 
concerned, this story has been far and away the most broadly covered of Honma's career -- Yakuza 
rumours included. Japan, however, is far more reserved about the topic, with little credence granted 
to Ichiki's claims by those in the sporting and traditional media. Whether this is a consequence of 
the "cult of celebrity", or general distrust of Ichiki is not entirely clear, although I would suspect 
some elements of both are at play.

Without looking to pass judgment on either Honma or Ichiki, statements made in the public eye act 
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as telling signs of what is, at the very least, a strained relationship. It would seem that Honma's non-
NJPW talk show crush, 90s pop star Tomomi Kahla, caused Ichiki to slip into an apparent 
depression leading to a recent post-dinner fight, after which Ichiki apparently dropped to her knees 
pleading forgiveness, as is tradition, before being kicked in the face in front of her mother.

The majority of arguments I have encountered explaining New Japan's trepidatious stance as a 
consequence of "cultural differences", implicitly stating that Japanese culture is somehow more 
lenient towards domestic violence than Western cultures, read to me as ill-conceived. A recent 
strong counter example can be found in New Japan's suspension of Taichi following a cheating 
scandal involving an AKB48 member. In fact, Taichi has made very few appearances for NJPW 
since, and has by all accounts lost respect from the locker-room. If such harsh actions were taken 
against a then contracted employee for cheating, logically, should NJPW have believed the Honma 
allegations, harsher action would have been taken against Honma, a freelancer for domestic abuse. 
What is more, is that Honma was released in 2012 shortly following an amazing match with Tanaka
after Yakuza allegations arose. He is by no means untouchable, and was barely featured for months 
after being resigned, only truly catching fire after a chance replacement G1 decision in 2014 when 
Ibushi went down with an injury. I can't believe that NJPW, nor a roster with a traditional 
promotional loyalty, would act out of character to such a degree for a beloved cult performer, but 
cult performer nonetheless.

Regardless of personal drama, Honma & Makabe look to be the Guns & Swords or Goto & Shibata 
of 2016, hoping to topple the overplayed tag champions, commencing the resuscitation of a strained
division, before, one defence later, dropping the belts back to whomever they won them from. This 
is not a definite, but merely the analysis of an unfortunate, albeit very real, yearly pattern in the tag 
team division. For as many complaints as the "stale" roster gets there are still the Yuji Nagata types 
and junior analogues who remain underutilised, and who would be more valuable in a newer, 
stronger tag division.
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RAW Ramblings – December 7th 2015.
North Charleston Coliseum: North Charleston, SC.
Ben Carass.

I honestly don’t understand how WWE can keep producing such an horrendous TV show which 
somehow seems to get worse every week. The rumours flying around online about “big changes” 
were laughably inaccurate and once again we were subjected to three hours and fifteen minutes of 
utter tripe. Seriously, I have seen episodes of Thunder and iMPACT that were not as ill-conceived 
and poorly booked as this miscarriage of a RAW. The only way this show is going to turn around is 
for the entire format to be ripped up and to start all over again, because RAW is not working in its 
current form. The boring 20 minute promos, 50/50 booking, over-scripted dialogue, inane backstage
skits, cutting guys legs off then expecting them to get over, inconsequential long television matches 
and a stubborn 70 year-old man’s vision of what is good television, have all got to go. It is 
becoming a joke at this point just how bad the WWE product is, but it happenes every year around 
this time. In 2013 we had the awful booking of Daniel Bryan during the Fall/Winter period because
they didn’t want him to be “the guy.” Last year at this time was the pitiful Authority vs. Everyone 
else on the roster story which was equally as terrible, however this current WWE product in the 
Fall/Winter of 2015 is honestly as bad as it has ever been; even in 93 & 95, they at least had some 
top main event stars that were actually over. 

Where to begin with this show; I guess the opening segment, which set the tone for the rest of the 
night. League of Nations came out and Sheamus cut a dismal promo putting over all of his fellow 
geeks; nobody cared at all. The Wyatt Family showed up for no logical reason other than they were
just throwing stuff at the wall in the production meeting. Dudleys & Tommy Dreamer were out 
next and they introduced that promising young upstart from NXT, Rhyno as part of the ECW 
stable. Finally, Roman Reigns, Dean Ambrose & The Usos came through the crowd for a Four 
Team, 16-Man, Four Corners Elimination match. And what a mess it turned out to be. Tommy 
Dreamer pinned Rowan at 5:00 to eliminate the Wyatts; TOMMY DREAMER! Sheamus pinned
Bubba with the Brogue Kick at 11:30 then the League of Nations & Team Reigns proceeded to 
wrestle for another 9 minutes. Finally, after 20:40 Reigns pinned Sheamus with the spear which all 
but guarantees he is losing again at TLC. The whole segment smacked of desperation and was 
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clearly thrown together zero thought; it was total A.D.D booking. – Team Reigns: Babyfaces 
nobody cares about, League of Nations: Complete geeks, Wyatts: losers. Team ECW: old geeks. 
That about covers it. Since the roster is virtually anorexic at this point, we of course were subjected 
to more of these men later in the show. Main event was MORE TALKING! Reigns called out 
Sheamus and the two exchanged pitiful dialogue in a completely wooden manner for far too long, 
which once again killed the crowd. The big line was Reigns calling Sheamus a “Tater Tot” and 
Reigns proceeded to beg the crowd to chant it which made him look like the biggest fool ever. After
this, they had an excruciatingly long and least heated wild brawls you have ever seen; it was just a 
sad sight to see. They brawled all over the building, used tables, ladders and chairs, but nobody 
cared at all. Eventually, Reigns speared Sheamus through a table to a mild reaction at 15 minutes 
into the over-run and the show mercifully ended. – It is a good thing they have the Network, 
because there is no way TLC would do even 100,000 buys with this kind of pathetic build. 
After the 40 minutes of TV time that the opening segment and the 16-man match took up, we were 
treated to another completely pointless match between Kevin Owens & Dolph Ziggler. Both guys 
are great and all, but there was no reason for them to wrestle for 20 minutes and the crowd totally 
died because there was no reason to invest themselves in a useless match for that length of time. 
Tyler Breeze was at ringside and did nothing. Owens pinned Ziggler clean with the Pop-up 
Powerbomb. Dean Ambrose showed up afterwards with a Coke and some popcorn and he threw his
snacks in Owens’ face. That’s right, the go-home angle for Owens/Ambrose was the babyface 
throwing soda and popcorn in the heel’s face. I despair. 

In the Carolinas of all places, they booked Ric Flair & Charlotte as the heels and Paige as the face
for a Miz TV segment during half-time of the Redskins/Cowboys game; think about that. They 
chose this segment to try and entice some viewers away from what was apparently a poor game. 
How does stuff like this even happen? Ric didn’t say much; Charlotte acted heelish and buried Miz
but nobody cared at all. Finally, Miz brought out Paige, who is now apparently the babyface in this 
feud just a few weeks after she made fun of Charlotte’s dead brother. Ric told Charlotte to wait 
until Sunday, but Paige slapped him and Ric told Charlotte to, “Get her!” Charlotte & Paige had 
a lame brawl which ended in Paige, the supposed face, running away like a coward after getting 
beaten up.   
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There was this New Day segment that was just embarrassingly bad. I know their gimmick is to be 
trolling heels, but this was the kind of stuff that makes you sink into your sofa and hope that nobody
you know walks into the room to catch you watching this trash. Sasha Banks & Naomi had just 
beaten Alicia Fox & Brie Bella, who were faces this week if you are keeping track. Team BAD 
also did that wretched “Unity” thing during an inset promo. New Day came out and handed Team 
BAD their new gimmick they are selling; an honest to god, glowing unicorn horn. New Day & 
Team BAD proudly strapped the unicorn horns on their heads and began shucking and jiving like 
their lives depended on it. THEN, after a break, New Day cut a promo with their usual comedy 
which went way too long and made you sick of them by the end. Just like everything else that is 
even moderately organic, WWE has to put their corporate stamp on it and beat it into the ground so 
much that the act becomes the exact opposite of what got them over in the first place. This led to the
New Day losing to the Lucha Dragons in 7:15 when Sin Cara rolled up Kofi after he was 
distracted by the Usos beating up Xavier Woods for playing the trombone.

Crapola: Titus O’Neil interrupted another Stardust vignette and basically told him that he needed 
to stop being a geek and to just be Cody Rhodes again. The Wyatt’s cut a pre-tape promo (after the
16-man match) and Braun Strowman challenged Tommy Dreamer. Miz was with Neville in the 
back and called him an “elf on the shelf.” Donny Deutsch, some guy I have never heard of, showed
up and he and Miz bickered over which one of them could help Neville’s career. There was a 
wretched backstage promo with Roman Reigns building up his talking segment with Sheamus in 
the main event. Rusev & Lana did a pre-tape; they kissed and Lana said she forgave Ryback for 
hurting her leg last week. Rusev & Ryback then had a lifeless 10 minute match, during which 
Ryback thought it would be a good idea to do a big tope-con-hilo over the top rope. They went to a 
double count-out when Lana faked another leg injury and Ryback believed her like an idiot. Rusev
jumped Ryback on the outside and put him the Accolade then he kissed Lana a few more times. 
Remember when Rusev was a badass monster heel? On a three hour show, with a bunch of needless
segments, a Jack Swagger & Stardust match was joined in progress like it was Prime Time 
Wrestling. Swagger won with the ankle lock; Titus O’Neil was on commentary but I was too 
indifferent to pay attention to what he said. Del Rio laid Swagger out with a chair then did the same
to Stardust. Swagger recovered and got his own chair and Del Rio tried to run away but tripped 
over Zeb Colter’s scooter. Alberto did get away in the end and Swagger yelled at Zeb for teaming 
with a dirty Mexican. We got another Rosebush segment with Adam Rose; this week he made fun 
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of Neville for looking like Dumbo and said Tommy Dreamer’s fake tan made him look like an 
Oompa Loompa. It was shamefully awful. Backstage, Del Rio told Zeb to stay away from him and 
threatened him with a chair; Zeb drove away and Del Rio knocked over those conveniently placed 
loose metal pipes. So after 7 weeks the MexAmerica thing is dead, which is actually a good thing 
but it just shows you that the clowns writing this stuff have no idea what they are doing. At 
10:40pm they sent out Tommy Dreamer & Braun Strowman and expected people to care. I’m 
telling you, they have completely lost the plot. Strowman won in 2:45 with his head-and-arm 
choke. – AND THIS WAS THE GO-HOME SHOW! 
Avoid this show like the plague. 

Mid-South Wrestling (TV #149)
July 17th 1982
Irish McNeil Boys Club: Shreveport, LA. 
Ben Carass.

Bill Watts was back on colour commentary duty this week and he and Boyd Pierce opened the 
show and ran down all the matches on today’s show, including Mr Olympia defending the 
Mississippi title against Bob Roop and the Junkyard Dog & Ernie Ladd teaming up for the first 
time ever on television. Watts talked about Bob Roop always having a plan and questioned if he 
had a counter to Mr Olympia’s Sleeper hold. Watts put over Grizzly Smith for putting together 
such a great card then he threw to the ring for the opener. 

The Grappler vs. Buck Robley. – Robley over in 5:52. Match was kind of dull until the finish, 
which was all-kinds of wacky old-school awesomeness. Watts talked about the 10 minute time 
limit all the TV matches had and said that in the arenas sometimes the wrestlers do battle for an 
hour but on TV they only have 10 minutes to try and impress the promotors and the fans.  Finish 
saw Grappler neck Robley on the top rope and he loaded up his “orthopaedic” boot. Referee, 
Alfred Neeley saw what was going on and reprimanded Grappler and this gave Robley the chance
to load up his forearm pad, which if you remember protected his “bionic” arm with a steel rod in it. 
Grappler tried to use his loaded boot but Robley countered and dropped his loaded up forearm pad
onto Grappler’s skull for the win. 
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Non-Title, Ted DiBiase (North American Heavyweight Champion) vs. Buddy Landel. – 
DiBiase over in 4:31. This was a really effective enhancement match. Now that he is a heel, instead 

of dominating in an impressive fashion, DiBiase resorted to
heel tactics to get the advantage.  Landel held his own in 
the earl exchanges then DiBiase got frustrated and took 
over after roughing up Landel in the corner. Landel made a
short comeback but DiBiase cut him off with a black glove 
clad straight right hand then hit a powerslam, a fist drop and
he finished off an unconscious Landel with the Figure-
Four. Watts told a story about DiBiase’s mentor, Dick 
Murdoch calling him from the “New Japan hotel” and 
talking about how upset he was with Teddy’s actions. 
Watts said that Murdoch was there for DiBiase when his 

father was “killed” and “expired” in the ring then questioned what would happen when Murdoch 
returned to Mid-South after his tour of Japan. 

“Iron” Mike Sharpe vs. Billy Ash. – Sharpe over in 3:30. Typical boring Sharpe squash; he won 
with the Canadian Backbreaker. During the match, Watts read a question from a fan who wanted to 
know why Boyd Pierce & Watts never did anything to help when a wrestler was cheating during a 
match. Watts went on a long diatribe about how they had no “jurisdiction” to do anything and 
talked about how in amateur wrestling people have complained about there being too much 
interference from officials and when you become a pro you should be able to take care of yourself 
without people fighting your battles for you. – I just love the idea of someone going through the 
Mid-South fan mail looking for kayfabe-busting questions for Watts to debunk on the air. If only 
this much attention to detail was paid in current wrestling. 

Killer Khan (Louisiana Heavyweight Champion) & One Man Gang w/Skandor Akbar vs. 
Vinny Romeo & Cocoa Samoa. – Khan & Gang over in 2:38. This absolutely ruled. Gang just 
stood on the apron the entire match while Khan obliterated these two poor guys. Khan killed them 
with chops, stomps, big forearms and the only time he sold at all was a single bump off a dropkick 
from Cocoa. Khan quickly came back with more destruction and pinned Cocoa with his Knee 
Drop of death from the second rope. THIS IS HOW YOU GET A MONSTER OVER!!! During the 
match, Watts explained the finish of the Killer Khan/JYD match in the Louisiana title tournament 
in Baton Rouge on July 6th; pay attention, because this gets complicated. JYD & Khan were 
wrestling in the final of the tourney, when Ted DiBiase came out and challenged JYD to a match. 
JYD said he would fight DiBiase after his match with Khan was over, but DiBiase insisted on 
doing it right then or he would walk out and never face JYD again. Dog asked if the North 
American title would be on the line and, as Watts noted, DiBiase didn’t say anything and just 
“nodded his head” ambiguously. Khan stepped aside and JYD & DiBiase began to brawl, which no
doubt JYD got the better of.  One Man Gang showed up and he and Khan jumped JYD which 
allowed DiBiase to escape. For some reason, the referee said that the original JYD/Khan 
tournament final match was still going on and Khan pinned JYD after he had been beaten down to 
win the Louisiana title. 

Mississippi Heavyweight Championship: Mr Olympia (Champion & Mid-South Tag Team 
Champion) vs. Bob Roop. – Olympia retained in 7:10. Really good TV match here between two 
great workers. Action was fast paced and Olympia controlled early. Roop rolled out side a couple 
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of times and finally Olympia had enough and ended up doing a TOPE SUICIDA through the ropes 
onto Roop! I almost came out of my seat watching this as it was so unexpected. Roop cut Olympia

off with a Harley Race-style jumping knee and worked a 
chinlock for some heat. Olympia fought from underneath 
and applied the Sleeper, but Roop countered by grabbing a
backbreaker and Watts put Roop over for coming up with 
another counter to a finishing hold. Roop put Olympia in 
his own Sleeper and the babyface champion began to fade.
With his last bit of energy, Olympia walked up the ropes 
in the corner and flipped over Roop to escape the hold 
(kind of like a sliced bread) and hooked Roop in the 
Sleeper again. This time, Olympia avoided the 
backbreaker counter and he finally put Roop away with 
his patented hold. – This is one of the best TV matches 

I’ve come across during these Mid-South shows. Roop being the master counter wrestler is such a 
great little touch and it makes him a great foil for the babyfaces because it actually puts them in 
some believable peril.

“Hacksaw” Duggan vs. Mike Bond. – Total squash for Duggan in 2:58. Duggan looked really 
good here, or as good as Jim Duggan can look anyway. He killed Bond with a neckbreaker then 
worked over the neck for a while. Finish saw Duggan win with a wacky flying headbutt and his 
avalanche backbreaker. 

JYD (Mid-South Tag Team Champion) & Ernie Ladd vs. The Assassin & “Hangman” Harris. 
– JYD & Ladd over in 2:55. Resser Bowden put over during the introductions that this was the 
first time that JYD & Ladd had ever teamed together on television. DiBiase came out to watch 

with a notepad and sat at ringside taking notes like Dave 
Meltzer; it was great. Faces shone early then things quickly 
escalated into the usual Mid-South crazy madness. JYD got 
dumped outside and DiBiase yelled at the Dog to get up. JYD 
dropped DiBiase with one punch and the referee got bumped 
while Ladd was fighting off the Assassin & Harris. Assassin 
loaded up his mask and tried to headbutt JYD but Dog 
countered and took the Assassin down. DiBiase came in and 
nailed JYD with a chair then Ladd sent DiBiase back to the 
floor. The Grappler ran down and he loaded up his boot to try
and nail the Dog but JYD countered and hit him with the 

Thump. Ladd fought off the Assassin then the referee came to and counted the fall on the 
Grappler even though he wasn’t in the match. 

Afterwards, JYD & Ladd headed over to the announce table and for a brief interview. JYD said 
that DiBiase had “stepped onto a pile of bees” by messing with him and Ladd noted that he would 
not want to be in Ted DiBiase’s shoes with the Dog coming after him. Boyd & Watts wrapped up 
the show and signed off for another week. 

This was a wildly entertaining show with a lot of really good in-ring action. The finish to the 
Grappler/Robley match ruled, DiBiase/Landel was what it needed to be, Olympia/Roop was a 
great TV match, Killer Khan killing men is never not fun, and even though the main event finish 
made little sense, it continued the JYD/DiBiase story, plus all the run-ins and shenanigans were 
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highly entertaining in an outlandish sort of way. This is another episode to check out if this stuff 
ever ends up on the WWE Network. 

Next Week's Issue

In next week's issue we take a look at what is sure to be an interesting TLC show, for better or for 
worse, play catch-up once more with EVOLVE and other promotions, take a look at the Tokyo 
Dome card in-depth, and much more!

Contact

Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email
General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com
Ben Carass’s Twitter: @BenCarass
Bryan Rose’ Twitter: @br26
Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman                       
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Onita chose the wrong 80s joshi star; there would have been a good Jumping Bomb 
Angels joke here. 


